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MEMBER COMMENTS:
PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS TO COVENANTS
FIRE SAFETY AND SEASONAL FIRE BAN RULES
June 1-19, 2020
Below are comments sent in for the 45-day member notification and comment period for the
proposed modifications to the Covenants Fire Safety and Seasonal Fire Ban rules. Comments
were received June 1 thru 19, 2020. A total of 6 comments were received during this period.
The title of the section relates to clearance from chimneys or stovepipe. The addition of
“any tree branch within 10 feet of an eave or roof” is a grab that will require the removal of
trees that were strategically left during home construction. When combined with the 10
feet roadway vegetation clearance, this is going to be a pretty barren forest
Dear board of directors,
I am writing to express my concern about the proposed language to be used for section
4.21.iv “10-foot clearance from Chimney or Stovepipe”.
As currently written, the proposed additional language could result in a significant
reduction in the numbers of trees proximal to houses. The intent of this section as
originally written was to ensure a 10 foot clearance from chimneys and stovepipes,
presumably to reduce the chances of ignition from embers from the chimney. However, the
proposed language extends the scope of this section to include “Any tree branch within 10
feet of roofs and eaves”. By definition, this would mean that any tree located within 10 feet
of a house would need to have all branches removed at a radius 10 feet from the edge of the
eaves. This would mean that, within 10 feet of a house, almost no trees would be permitted,
unless they have all branches facing the building removed. Given that many houses are
built close to the 10 foot setback, essentially, this would mean removal of most trees
between houses. This would have a substantial negative impact on both privacy, shade and
character for most houses within tahoe donner. I would recommend re-visiting this and
either confirming intent, or re-considering the requirement.
Thank you for your consideration on this, Best wishes, Andy

Homeowner Comments on Proposed Changes to Covenants Private
Property Rules: Fire Safety and Seasonal Fire Ban published in June 2020
Tahoe Donner News.
Section 4.19: Currently the Truckee Fire Protection District Ordinance 04-2019
includes a Fine structure imposing a possible fine of $1000/day and/or up to 90
days in jail.
The Covenants Fine Structure has conflicting language that requires clarification.
Current language from the Tahoe Donner website is, “Seasonal fire ban rule
violation up to $5000 per incident (emphasis added).” This is on top of the up to
$1000/day from 04-2019.
Immediately following is, “Fines may be assessed, per incident, on a daily,
weekly, or monthly basis (emphasis added) according to the nature and severity
of the infraction and at the discretion of the Covenants Committee.”
Which is it? A plain reading of the language would seem to say that if you have a
fire in violation of the rule that lasts a week or a month (this could constitute a
single incident, the maximum fine could not exceed $5000.
Fines associated with 04-2019 will be determined by a Judge during a court
proceeding. The Covenants language appears to be unnecessarily ambiguous and
conflicts occur between the two cited sections. Does a weekly or monthly fine
preclude an additional fine, per incident, during the weekly or monthly period? I
would interpret a weekly or monthly basis for fines as a major fire caused by the
violation, and the $5000 maximum fine is somewhat meaningless given other
potential losses.
Section 4.21(a)iv: The proposed language has nothing to do with the title of the
section “10-foot Clearance from Chimney or Stovepipe”. I suggest you either
create a new section for the single proposed sentence, or modify the title of the
section to “Trees or Tree Branches within 10 feet of a Structure”.
With regard to the existing language is “tree” defined to include branches? A
branch may not be considered a “tree”. The tree may not be within 10 feet of the
chimney or stovepipe, but the branches could be. The proposed new language
does include branches.
The proposed language needs to be modified. It should read, “Any tree branch

within 10 feet of roofs and or eaves shall be removed.” “And” is inclusive and both
elements need to be true to be enforceable. A steep roof house could have
branches in contact with the roof near the ridge, but a 10’ clearance at the eave,
therefore no violation exists because both conditions are not satisfied.
With the emphasis on fire safety, is it acceptable to have a tree, or trees within
10 feet of an eave or roof or deck? This is probably more of an ASO issue.
Will these provisions be made retroactive to all dwellings and become a part of
Forestry inspections? If so, there could be a lot of tree removal going on as
different units are inspected.
Thank you for your consideration.
To whom it may concern:
My name is Joshua Wheeler, I’m a homeowner in Tahoe Donner since 2009.
I’m sending this email in response to the proposed changes to section 4.21 in the defensible
space around the property. Particularly the subject of “stumps.”
A little back ground about myself:
I am currently a wildland firefighter since 1992. I have extensive firefighting experience on
some of the most extreme and complex fires in the country in both highly urban and rural
situations. I have worked on a Hotshot Crew, Helitack (helicopter crew), Fire Engines, and
Fire Prevention. Over the years I’ve gain various fire qualifications through my vast
experiences and training.
Currently I am a Division Supervisor (DIVS) on a type 2 incident management team. The
incident management team respond to and manages large campaign fires. As a Division
Supervisor, I work within the operation group on the team. I am responsible for tactical
decision making and the overall supervision of all fire resources within my geographical
area of responsibilities on the fire. This can consist of hundreds of people in a highly
complex situation in a rapidly changing environment.
As a firefighter I recognize the importance of defensible spacing and fire safety. The fuel
operation around Tahoe Donner has been outstanding with the reduction of fuel loading
that surround and within the community.
I am writing in response to the proposed removal of stumps in regard to defensible
spacing. I believe this change should be considered by case by case situation. Over the past
10 years I’ve been landscaping around my property. I gotten many, many compliments

from fellow residents over the years. I’ve added several stumps that I consider natural
enhancement garden art. I added them carefully to ensure not to impact fuel loading or fire
danger. The added stumps are placed sparse apart and within my irrigation sprinkler
system. Additionally, my property is nearly flat on a gentle north aspect slope. The property
has very little latter fuel that would contribute to a rapid fire spread.
I proposed that stumps that act as garden art should be exempt. This could be a case by
case situation during defense spacing inspection.
I appreciate your time and look forward to your response.
Thank you.

Regarding the removal of limbs within 10 feet of chimney outlet or stove pipe (an existing
requirement) and the removal of limbs 10 feet from roofs and eves:
1. No fireplaces can be used during the “Fire Ban”…so is it necessary to remove the limbs?
2. If it is right that tree stumps are unsightly…then wait till you see 60’ trees shaved in half
up- to 30’.
3. Please cite how many homes in Tahoe Donner or even all of Truckee that have either
caused fire or been burned in the last 20 years to cause such a requirement. Just because
these requirements appear to be added to elsewhere isn’t sufficient rational to impose
them here.
4. Already everything will be denuded within 10 feet of the edge of pavement…follow the
logic. Will we soon be asked to remove all trees due to potential fire danger? Over the past
20 years I have already removed more than 50% of the trees on my lot.
Life is filled with risks. Keeping trees is one I am willing to take!
No camp fires or charcoal fires, since most wildfires are started by Equipment Use, Power
Lines (Napa and Camp fires), Vehicles, Smoking and Kids will you also be banning them? I
have seen a gas BBQ burn a house down, so much for that being safe. It is also know that
short term renters are more likely to start a fire because they are less cautious then long
term renters or owners, so will you be banning Airbnbs? I believe lighting strikes are more
likely then camp fires for causing wildfires. Stampede allows camp fires. So what gives, do
you just have a thing against campfires? What if a meshed screen cover is used on a fire pit?
You seem much more interested in stopping campfires then you are in keeping drivers
from doing 50 MPH on our side streets.

